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About Hakone 

Hakone is approximately 400 km east of Nagoya and is a very popular sight-seeing spot, 

situated at the bottom of Mt. Fuji and by Lake Ashinoko. This picturesque landscape has 

been designated as one of the National Parks of Japan. 

 

There were two main Highways which were constructed from Edo (Tokyo) to Kyoto during 

the Edo Period. One was the Tokaido Highway which ran along the Pacific coast, and 

another was the Nakasendo Highway which ran through the mountainous region of central 

Japan. 

 

Hakone-shuku was the 10th shukuba village (stage) on the Tokaido Highway from Edo 

(Tokyo). There were 53 shukuba villages on the Tokaido Highway, which ran between Edo 

and Kyoto during the Edo Period. The section of the Tokaido Highway of this area was called 

Hakone-kaido (Hakone pass). 

 

The Hakone-kaido was a very difficult spot to pass through during the Edo Period, mainly 

because travelers had to go over steep mountains to pass through this area. The picture on 

the cover is an ukiyoe that Hiroshige ANDO drew of the Hakone-kaido landscape. 

 

During the Edo Period The Tokugawa Government set up a checkpoint called the 

Hakone-Sekisho to check travelers who passed through the Hakone-shuku. The new 

building of Hakone-Sekisho was constructed just recently.  

 

Start point 

The walk’s start point is Hatayado Ichiri-tsuka, which is approximately 5 km east of the new 

Hakone-Sekisho and is on the mountainside of Mt. Byoubuyama.  

 

Ichiri-tsuka were markers (like mile posts) set up at regular intervals of 3.7 Km along the 

Tokaido Highway. The ichiri-tsuka were set up at the beginning of the Edo Period by the 

Tokugawa Government and marked the distance from Edo. 

 

The Hatayado Ichiritsuka was the 23rd on the Tokaido Highway from Edo. 
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       Start point                          Hatayado  

 

Ichiri-tsuka 

Walk along the old stone paved Hakone-kaido mountain pass towards the new 

Hakone-Sekisho. After a while you will come to a highway. Walk up the sloping walkway, 

then join the old Hakane-kaido again.     

 

 

         
 

 

The old Hakone-kaido was constructed with stone pavement during the Edo Period, on a 

gently sloping pass. However, the stone-paved path was not made on the mountain passes. 

                

 

After a while you will come to another highway. Walk up the sloping walkway and cross the 

overpass. The old Hakone-kaido Museum is at the side of this highway. 
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Next door to the museum there is a teahouse called Amazake-chaya. 

 

              

       Hakone-kaido Museum           Amazake Teahouse 

 

After leaving the Amazake-chaya follow the trail up Mt. Byoubuyama and follow the 

mountain pass through the mountain. The pass is rough and narrow without stone-paving, 

quite different from the part of the Hakone-kaido that you have been on so far.  

 

Following alternative sharp uphills and gentle it takes approximately an hour to get from the 

teahouse to the top of Mt.Byoubuyama. 

 

             

Going up Mt. Byoubuyama              Top of Mt. Byoubuyama 

 

The mountain pass down from the top of Mt. Byoubuyama is quite steep. During the Edo 

Period the mountain pass was secretly used by travelers who could not pass through the 

checkpoint at Hakone Sekisho. 
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      Mountain pass at Mt Byoubuyama         Going Down Mt. Byoubuyama 

 

 

Hakone-Sekisho (Hakone checkpoint) 

The Tokugawa Government built checkpoints, called Sekisho, at several points on the main 

highways leading to Edo (Tokyo) to check travelers.  

 

They built two checkpoints at Hakone and Arai at the lakeside of lake Hamanako on the 

Tokaido Highway during the Edo Period.  

 

In particular, they carried out severe checks of travelers who tried to bring guns into the Edo 

area, in order to protect the Tokugawa Government from any subversive activities. 
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Newly constructed Hakone-Sekisho 

 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

For further information, please contact -  

The Nagoya International Center (NIC) 

Nagono 1-47-1, Nakamura-Ku, Nagoya 

Tel: 052-581-0100 

 


